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Synonymous is a word that means exactly the same or almost the same word as another language. For example, the close is synonymous with shut. Note that the synonym may have the same meaning with another word, but both words are not always interchangeable. For example, a blow up and explode has the same
meaning, but the blow up is informal (uses more speech) and explode is more formal (used for more writing and careful speech). Here are some other synonymous examples: synonyms that are part of the speech close close verb blow up explode actions blow up verb shallow superficial adjective wishing seriously keen
adjective spontaneous impromptu unplanned adjective you can find synonymous dictionary or thesaurus. Antonym An antonym is a word that means the opposite of another word. For example, the bad is annotium good. Here are some other examples: the prefix antonyms part of the speech good bad adjective small big
adjective easily hard adjective soft hard adjective male female adjective noun up down preposition adverb goes come verbs made, adding the prefix and-able can't adjective selfish unselfish adjective do undo verb made by adding the prefix- decent indecent adjective tolerable intolerance of a human inhuman adjective
made by adding the prefix of the unconformist unconformist adjective and essential noentialential games in the ingot meaning noun you can find in the antonyms dictionary. To go to content You are here: HomeEnglishSynonyms &amp; Antonyms: Meaning &amp;... Synonyms and antonyms are used to avoid excessive
use of words. They help build vocabulary and expand your understanding of the world. Can we help with our mission? Let's do your homework! Professional writers in all areas are available and meet your task deadline. Free proofing and copy-editing included. Synonyms Synonyms There are words of similar or the same
meaning. The word syn means the same thing. Examples of synonymous: Word Synonymous private secret lucky enough to build a gag claims Antonyms: there are words that have the opposite meaning. The word anti means the opposite or anti. For example, a lion ambled up to its prey is not as effective as the Lion
stalked his loot, but they are both synonymous with the word walk. The name Antonym private public happy miserable build up to break down, destroy the controversy agree prefix / beginning can sometimes add a word to the annotations. Many prep used to antonym begins with dis-, and-, im-, is, il- and in-. For example
– Don't Like Patient Impatient Accurate-Inaccurate Go to the Top Can We Help With Your Task? Let's do your homework! Professional writers in all areas are available and meet your task deadline. Free proofing and copy-editing included. It can be tough to throw synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms into the mix when
kids are just learning to build their vocabulary. However, they not only they are of paramount importance. Important. From Antonyms, Synonyms, and Homonymous Kids There are many ways to sprinkle examples of antonyms, synonyms, and homonymous children in their daily activities. Let's start with some basic
definitions. Antonyms are words with opposite meanings. Synonyms are words of the same or similar meaning. Homonyms are words that are written and pronounced the same, but have different meanings. Slowly, but surely, we can help our children overcome vocabulary and spelling problems. Let's start with a couple
of simple examples. Children can use antonyms to show the contrast between the two things or emphasize the point. They can also use them to explain exactly how they feel. Here are some examples: Add - SubtractAbove - BelowAfter - BeforeAwake - Falling AsleepBad - GoodBetter - WorseBig - LittleBirth - DeathBoy
- GirlClean - DirtyClose - OpenCold - HotEnd - BeginDark - LightDay - NightEven - OddFail - PassFalse - TrueFloat - SinkEast - WestFat - SkinnyHungry - FullGentle - RoughHappy - SadHard - SoftHeavy - LightHigh - LowIn - OutLast - FirstL - CryLearn - TeachLess - MoreLie - TruthLong - ShortLo - TightLost -
FoundLove - HateNorth - SouthOn - OffOver - UnderPlay - WorkPolite - RudePoor - RichPresent - AbsentTop - BottomQuick - SlowRaise - LowerRighte - SinkRough - SmoothSame - DifferentSell - BuyShort - LongSour - SweetStart - StopStay - LeaveStop - GoStrong - WeakTeacher - StudentTidy - MessyTrue -
FalseUgly - BeautifulUp - DownWhite - BlackWild - TameWin - LoseWell - SickWet - OldFor more examples of antonyms , including graded antonymes, additional antonyms and relationship anonymity, feel free to enjoy examples of Antonyms. Synonyms provide diversity in our speech or writing. It is important to expose
children to different sets of synonyms so that they can learn to avoid repetition. Here are some examples to start: Afraid, scared, frightenedAutomobile, car, vehicleBig, big, hugeBlank, empty, hollowBunny, rabbit, hare, hatCenter, middle, insideCouch, couch, divanEvil, bad, wickedFamous, well knownFather,
daddyFunny, silly, playful, crazyGarbage, trash, junk, wastegloomy, sad, unhappyHappy, glad, cheerful Hide, coverHouse, homeIll, sick, unwellIdea, thoughtJog, runListen, hearLittle, small, tinyLook, see, frown, stareMad, angry, furiousMother, mommyNeat, tidy, cleanPresent, gift reward, , fast, swiftQuiet, calmRest,
relaxRock, stoneRug, carpet, matSack, bag, backpackSniff, smell, inhaleStrange, odd, weirdTall, high, bigTrue, right, correctUnder, below Woman, lady, femaleYell, shout, screaming, screamingmore examples of synonyms, enjoy examples of synonyms. Homonyms are words that have the same spelling and sound the
same, but have different meanings. While it can be a tricky concept to explain, posting a nice list in class can prove beneficial. Here is a healthy list of homonyms to start a conversation: Address - way of talking to someoneAddress: description locationBear - great - in order to able to cope with somethingBook - book a
hotel room or table in a restaurantBook - pages related to the lidCave - give up or passCave - a hole or crack rock or earthChair - item of furnitureChair - head of the departmentChange - to replace the clothes you wear with other clothesMaint - money, given back after purchaseCool - cool temperatureCool - some
fashionable or popularCree - a large kind of birdCrane - a mechanical device used for liftingDeck - a pack of gaming cardsDeck - floor or platform extended from the building or shipDuck - kind of birdDuck - to cut your head or body to avoid being hit somethingEven - numbers to be divided by twoPat - flat and flat
surfaceFall - to drop downFall- season between summer and winterClub-heavy stick used as a weaponClub - a group of people with something commonFire - let someone go out of jobFire - flame , something burningGt room - make a tidy appearance inAustr way - man, who is going to marryGross - disgustingGross -
largeJam - stuck - spread made of fruit and sugarKey - scale music notesKey - device , used to lock or unlock doorLeft - one side bodyLeft - which remains somethingLight - set fireLight - pale colorLine - measure lengthLine - poem poem or storyMan - male personMan - to brace or fortifyMatch - competitive sports
eventMatch - device, used to start fireNail - the final plate finger or toeNail - sharp metal pieces to hold things togetherPark - area used for recreationPark - leave the vehicle in the room, butPen - a tool for writingPen - kind of camera animalsSeal - kind of mammalsSeal - tight closureShow - to displayShow - way to
broadcastSign - signSign - write your signature on something to make it officialTank - military vehicleTni- container, used to store liquidTire - rubber coated wheel - become tired or boringTrip - stumbleTrip - journeyWave - move your hand sideways to say helloWave - movement waterWatch - wearable timepieceWatch -
look carefullyYard - space around the houseYard - measuring lengthsonce inspiration is high, feel free to include these examples of homonymous in their hours, too. When you feel like your little ones are starting to get hanging in these multi-colored facets in English, feel free to work on this first class synonym and
antonyms worksheet. Hopefully your enthusiasm will spark a lifelong desire for a complete and powerful vocabulary. See Definition for ExampleRoget's 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition of copyright © 2013 by Philip Lief Group.Join our early testers! Learn how your sentence looks with different synonyms. Politics, for
example, would be less entertaining without it. The man followed their example and searched until he found an empty grotto. Moreover, this example has been as unqualified as undeniable. How little effect has there been an example of the actions of the enemy! Gladstone resigned in 1868, following the example of his
predecessor. Now we have to choose whether the example of our fathers and mothers will inspire or condemn us. His wife followed his example by compiling this poem as she died. Each eye, in short, is over you with hopes for an example. Was it not done as an example and a warning for yourself? He was a student
working his way into education, and his example was to help me. Roget's 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition Copyright © 2013 Philip Lief Group.© 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC LLC
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